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SECTION B, GEOLOGY

Pictu.... and Patterns of Open Channel Flow
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The flow picture of a young stream in a glaciated region is complex
and ever changing. Stream velocity, preasure, and temperature never
remain C0D8tant at any point. A. special ca.se of unsteady flow, the pulsat
ing, IIOmetimes occurs. During flood stages the flow may become cavitat
ing; superelevation develops at bends; and parts ot the channel suffer such
translocation of bed matertal that the crOBB sectional area will be widened
or narrowed.

When the flow is being aerated, bubbles of various sizes from large to
microscopic fonn and travel in both main current and secondary flows.
The bubbles may mark the outline ot wakes and move downstream with
a line ot dissipating vortices. Very small bubbles, one sign of cavitation
(Braden, 1949) may occur as a result ot vorticity. OCcasionally bubbles
pUe up into steep-sided structures a toot across and several inches high.

Hydraulic jumps (Braden, 1968) form where there is an abrupt change
in gradient from the steep to the gentle and also where the stream bed is
humped up. During low stages of flow even the larger cobbles in the
channel provide the requisite change in gradient for the formation of
miniature jumps.

Between adjacent boulders and boulder and channel wall the flow is
constricted. Water is backed up by the boulders, depressed between them,
and expanded immediately downstream where the channel is widened. In
the COll8tncted areas velocity is increased, but both upstream and down
stream there is a IOS8 ot head. If the channel is enlarged suddenly decel
eration takes place rapidly and is accompanied by eddying turbulence for
lOme distance downstream. The eddies die out because of viscosity, and
heat 18 lost to the flow.

Most ot the boulders in the streams are bluft or blunt bodies with their
axes askew to the direction of flow. Commonly velocities on opposite
I1des of the boulders differ in magnitude. At very low Reynolds numbers,
even tor such blunt objects, the streamlines which spread apart and round
the boulders will close behind them 80 that no wake will form. Commonly
this occurs only when the boulders are completely streamlined and theIr
axes parallel to the direction of flow.

The first stage in the development ot a wake appears when the stream
Unea broaden out behind the boulder. Nemenyi (1940) discussed five dis
tinct types of wakes. Water particles which round a boulder come to rest
on oppoalte aides of it. They accumulate there, receive a rotary motion
from the surrounding flow, and develop into eddies. Their momentum
becomes 10 great that they break away and travel downstream in parallel
paths and finally 1088 their identity. Other eddies form and leave the
boulder, and the procua continues. Because of the shedding of vortices,
high rotational velocities may occur in the flow and correspondingly low
preuurea in the vortex corea. This leads to cavitation (Kermeen, :McGraw
and Parkin, 19Ge). The point of eeparation of the eddies may be where
the boulder baa ita greatest width or a liWe farther upstream or down
au-m. The boundary layer (Braden, 1960) which adheres to the boulder
determines the poeltlon of aeparatioD. Vortic1ty which is generated in
the bounda17 layer dltfuaea from the vortex layers and is added to the
vortex palra. The vortex pair is stationary at low Reynolds numbers, and
uymmetr1ca1 at h1cher on. When the vortex pair is asymmetrical,
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vortices separate alternately from the boulder. AIJ they d1a1ntegrate down
stream they give rise to a turbulent wake. Not only the Reynolda number
but the degree of turbulence of the main flow. and the boulder's Wpt
and nearness to another boulder or the channel wall are the decidilll'
factors in the behavior of the vortex palr.

When separation' takes place upstream from the polntB of greateat
width of a boulder, there is a relatively wide turbu1ant wake. When it sa
downstream, the wake is decreased in width. The turbulent boundar)'
layer has greater kinetic energy than the lamiDar and 80 permitB the
flow to continue further around the boulder betore it 18 brought to reat.
A separation point may be fixed if the boulder has a shape reaembUng a
thin circular disk placed normal to the flow. Laboratory experimentB
with disks and other shaped objects may be applled to the flow in a Itream
with an open channel. There is practically no variation in the flow pat
tern with a change in the Reynolds number. The point of separation can
not shift regardless of the condition of the boundary layer. The width of
the wake remains constant.

Pulsating flow is especially noticeable at bridge piers. There l8 a
ryhthmlc pulsation of water level. The water level may be u much u
6 inches higher at one pier than at the adjolnlng one, where there is the
opposite phase. Such flow has been seen on stre&m8 in the Duluth, Min
nesota area when they undergo rapid velocity and preasure chang....
There were wakes behind bridge piers and also behind boulders. Another
case of pulsating flow was seen on a stream near Lander, Wyoming. The
wake which formed swung sharply trom side to side. The surface of
discontinuity which was between the wake and the main flow jerkecS
convulsively as the wake started to swing from one 8ide of the channel to
the other. This erratic movement continued only an instant or two. Wakes
with great turbulent movements were observed on several occaalor1.l when
there was pulsating flow. Grundsky (1930) reported a case of pulaatlng
flow on a canal. The pulsations were noticed for a di8tance of two to
three mUes upstream from the place where they were beat deveJoped.

A number of flow patterns are developed on vigoroua young struma.
Some are commonplace, but a tew are rarely seen. The magnitude. of
flood flows and the condition of bed and banks are factora in deciding the
patterns produced. Some patterns are produced in streama haVing move
able beds. Other patterns are the result ot flow over rigid bed.t, that
is, those cut into hard rock or over boulders that are wedged 80 tightly
together that not even exceptional floods can move them trom their fixed
positions. Streams with converging and diverging channels have diatinc
tive flow patterns. There are numerous eddies, some with vertical vortiCM
others with horizontal ones some of which erode dangerously. There are
eddies that move bed material downstream; reverse eddiea ahift It upetream.
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